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Abstract
The optimal tools selection for design of web-based visual mining client for real
time fraud detection systems was discussed. The features of modern real time fraud
detection software were analyzed. The necessity of transition to using of web-based
technologies for client software design was shown. The market of web-frameworks
and browser to web-server data exchange technologies were investigated. Basing on
experimental research the most efficient toolset for design of web-client software for
real time fraud detection systems was offered.
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1. Introduction

There is a hyperactive evolution of information technology worldwide. This has led
to automation of various fields of human activities, ranging from telecommunications
environment to the law enforcement field. Not an exception is the issue of countering
fraud. Databases, OLAP-systems, Data Mining and Visual Mining technologies have
become powerful tools of modern financial monitoring institutions. Nevertheless, even
the use of powerful mathematical instruments and software does not allow counter-
acting the fraud without human control. Therefore, the final step in the fraud-detection
process is always the decision to involve an operational law enforcement, which takes
an expert analyst.

The effectiveness of protecting the financial structure from fraud and illegal activity
depends on the speed and effectiveness of these analysts. Providing the ergonomics
and simplicity of software, which financial monitoring specialists use, is the primary
task of the management of any financial institution, such as commercial banks or state
institutions that provides the economic security of the country.
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Improvement of hardware and data mining methods has led to the differentiation of
modern tools of preventing fraud and rapid response to illegal actions. There are two
main categories: post-factum analysis tools and real time tools. The second one is of
greatest interest today, as it allows to quickly react to illegal activities and thus prevent
fraud or minimize its effects in ”hot pursuit”. Such technologies are now widely used
both in the banking sector and in many others fields, such as the field of electronic
payments, Internet trading, etc. For example, the issues of real-time fraud detection
among the Internet trading environment are devoted to a number of works. Today
the most interesting of them were written by J. Akhilomen [1] and F.Carcillo [2]. J.
Akhilomen in his work described the problem of rapid tracking facts of fraudwith credit
cards when paying using Internet. This solution based on the neural network meth-
ods. In turn, F. Carcillo solves a similar problem using Big Data methods and machine
learning. W.N. Robinson [3] offers methods that solve the problem in a narrower field.
He describes the creating of real-time system, which allows detecting the fraud when
using prepaid cards. The solution is based on divergence analysis of the hiddenMarkov
model.

New technologies, in turn, require new approaches to fraud protection. For exam-
ple, the work of Y. Peng [4] describes the problem of fraudulent activities detection
during online auctions. The solution based on the algorithm using bipartite cores. It
is worth noting that none of the considered solutions excludes analyst work. This, in
turn, determines the special requirements for these software products.

An increasing number of demanded real-time systems leads to the search for mod-
ern technological software to support their development and design. No less important
is the role of the equipment that provides a visual representation of the identified
knowledge and the critical need for developing complicated software for storing large
amounts of data and all kinds of Data Mining.

Today there are a large number of visualizing analytical information methods,
technologies for representing information on computers and protocols of information
exchange between a client and a server. On the other hand, in the last decade the
software and hardware market has undergone serious changes and has acquired
a pronounced tendency to abandon client stand-alone applications in favor of web
services, to abandon local storage in favor of cloud storage, to abandon desktops in
favor of mobile devices. Today, the younger generation prefers not to work with a
local application tied to a desktop, but with a web service available on any mobile
device and providing the same user interfaces via a browser.
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Thus, the most important problem of modern tools development for tracking fraud
in real time is to provide effective technologies for creation of visual content in a web
browser and mechanisms for the rapid exchange of data between the web browser
and a remote server that performs Data Mining tasks. This problem is especially rel-
evant when developing software for large geographically distributed companies that
use a single security service.

Today technological software tools for creation of visual content are widely repre-
sented. They include both low-level tools such as SVG, WebGL, Flash and high-level
tools such as HighSharts or jqPlot that implements ready to use visualization tem-
plates using Java or Javascript. Thus, for example, in the works written by of D. Lv [5]
and M. Pignatelli [6], the problem of scientific visualization based on SVG technology
is described. A. Arbelaiz [7], in his work, demonstrated the possibilities of modern
web-technologies using WebGL library for constructing three-dimensional scenes. The
technology of using jqPlot tools for scientific visualization is widely represented in
work written by K. Wang [8]. In particular, the problem of visualization of the results
obtained in the Antarctic by analytical data set processing was discussed. Of particular
interest is the work of L. Chi [9] describing the main features of modern tools for web
visualization, oriented to work with mobile devices.

Thus, the problem of choosing the software for creating visual content in web appli-
cations is adequately viewed. Unfortunately, the problem of choosing the mechanisms
for rapid data exchange between the browser and the web server with the local Data
Mining system does not have ready to use solutions and requires detailed research.

2. Real-time interaction between the browser
and the web server

It is worth noting that the real-time interaction technologies between the browser
and the web server are in demand not only in the field of countering fraud, but in
many other fields of human activity. For example, in work written by S. Mijovic [10],
the problem of using the technology of real-time interaction between a web browser
and a web server for developing the Internet of things elements is described. N.V.
Lukyanova [11], in her work, shows the popularity of these technologies in the field of
higher education.

Nevertheless, the tasks of financial monitoring in the choice of technologies for the
rapid exchange of data between the browser and the web server have significant
advantages over many other areas of human activity, consisting in a relatively small
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number of simultaneous requests to the server per unit time. This advantage is due
primarily to the fact that the constant users of such systems are the advantage of
analysts whose staff inmedium-sized companies is usually estimated in hundreds (and
sometimes even tens) of people. Thus, when developing web applications for fraud
monitoring systems, a wide range of protocols can be used between the browser and
the web server, including protocols based on a persistent connection and regular polls.

Unfortunately, web-based information systems use basically a standard approach to
organizing user interfaces. This approach consists in a one-way method of interaction
between the client browser and the web server. When using it, interaction with the
user is defined by a script that implements step-by-step execution of actions on the
client side. Thus, the user initiates the transition to the next step of the script either
by executing the HTTP request or by using the asynchronous request with Ajax. In
normal mode, the server is not able to inform the client’s web browser about the event
itself (for example, about the detected suspicion of a fraudulent fact). In this case,
visualization of information about a new event occurs only when the page is updated
manually by the user or by the results of interactive JavaScript-routines. Thus, real-
time visualization is not a part of ordinary web applications. Therefore, if necessary,
additional communication tools and technologies are required.

There are three main technologies in the field of providing data exchange between
the web server and the client browser today: polling technology, long polling tech-
nology (Ajax Long-Polling) and permanent connection technology. The technology
of permanent connection can be implemented either on the basis of WebSockets
(WebSockets) or on the basis of events sent by the server HTML 5 (HTML5 Server Sent
Events - SSE). In detail, the basic communication technologies in web applications are
described by K. Shuang [12]

The technology of polling is a periodical refreshing of the page using JavaScript,
for example, every 5 seconds. This technology is the least demanding for the client
browser version, but it has some significant disadvantages, such as a continual high
load on the client browser due to the frequent page reloads and a continual high load
on the network and the web server due to the large quantity of requests. The fact that
there is a possible delay in time between the two next-in-time updates of the page
can have negative consequences if fraud is detected. A long delay can lead to the loss
of information by analysts, as well as to the difficulty in visualizing analytical content.
In this regard, we can conclude that the technology of polling is not suitable for solving
the problems of fraud tracking.
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The technology of long polling is a sending ajax-message to the web server by the
browser. The server ends the processing of ajax-message only if there are any special
events. The advantage of this approach is that older browsers support this technology
as well (within reasonable limits). The disadvantage is the complexity of the ajax-
request to the web server, which is higher than the usual TCP / IP socket.

Technologies that use both WebSockets and server-side HTML 5 events are in fact
based on establishing a connection using a protocol that is an add-on over TCP / IP
between clients and the server. The advantage of this approach is the simplicity of the
connection, achieved due to the renunciation of the HTTP protocol. The disadvantage
is that older browsers do not support it. The most evolving among the technologies
using webSockets or sent HTML5 events to the server are webSockets.

Thus, today there are only technologies using webSockets or long polling that can
be used for fraud detection visualization tasks in the field of financial monitoring.
Therefore, the choice of real-time communication technology between the browser
and the web server for such tasks can be reduced to a choice between them. In this
paper, a study has been performed to determine the most effective of these tools in
the framework of modern free software technologies for web development.

3. Selection of web-client design technology for
fraud detection software

The research on modern market of web frameworks using webSockets or long polling
data exchange has been done to find out best combination of technologies for design
of fraud detection software.

According to the research by independent Australian Company BuiltWith [13] the
most popular free web-frameworks are frameworks built on the following program-
ming languages: PHP, Java, Ruby and Python. Because of high complexity of develop-
ment the Java language was excluded from analysis. For each of the remaining pro-
gramming languages the most popular frameworks have been selected. The selection
was based on analytical data of GoogelTrends and rating of the most popular web
frameworks represented by HotFrameworks service. As a result, the next frameworks
have been selected: Larvel (PHP programming language), Django (Python program-
ming language) and Ruby on Rails (Ruby programming language).

For all selected frameworks, the experimental research has been conducted. The
research had two main ways: effectiveness of development and stability in use. For
assessing these indicators simple combination of web-server and web-client with the
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Picture 1: The results of the experimental research on base technologies of real-time web-services
development.

real-time data exchange has been created. This software solves the task of analytical
database investigation of transactions by electronic cards.

Thus, six test applications have been created. Each of them was solving identi-
cal tasks by own technical tools including next combinations: Laravel-WebSockets,
Laravel-Polling, Django-WebSocket, Django-Polling, Ruby on Rails-WebSocket, Ruby
on Rails-Polling. For implementation of the real time data exchange, the most popular
packages or built-in modules have been used.

The results of the experimental research are assessed by four indicators. The first
indicator is the average development time of the base core. The second indicator is
the average development time of the real time data exchange. The third indicator
is the system stability with average load by user queries (in ten points). The fourth
indicator is the system stability with extraordinary load by user queries (in ten points).
The generalized results are shown in Pic. 1.

Combination of the framework Ruby on Rails and gem-package MessageBus has
the best result by research estimation. The MessageBus gem-package is the imple-
mentation of long polling technology for Ruby programming language. Its advantages
are caused by simplicity of the Ruby language and easiness of the realization of the
MessageBus technology in comparison with webSockets. This advantage becomes
more noticeable if the fact of building webSockets in Ruby on Rails by framework
developer is taken into account.

The advantages ofMessageBus technology overwebSockets technology at average
load is explained by the difference between webSocket protocol and HTTP protocol.
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Many users have faced blocking or missing some packages of webSocket queries
at local networks of their companies. Nevertheless, minimization of restrictions on
webSocket protocol by administration of the local networks has not given any big
advantages for webSockets over MessageBus. Taking into account features of the
fraud detection software makes it possible to consider them of being of low impor-
tance.

4. Conclusion

As a result of experimental research the most efficient toolset for design of web-
client software for real time fraud detection systems was offered. The optimal free
software combination is the symbiosis with Ruby on Rails framework and long polling
technology based on gem-package MessageBus.
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